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Fiji Airways A350 XWB is also still sporting its fantastic livery that has garnered attention across the globe. The livery looks great on the A350, and is one of the best examples of a livery that encapsulates the roots of the
carrier, while exciting the imagination of inbound tourists.
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and designs which proudly represent the people of Fiji.
“Ultimately, a luxury, world-class
destination, like Fiji, deserves a
luxury, world-class travel experience and that’s exactly what these
aircraft will deliver.
For our guests, the holiday starts
the moment they board the aircraft,” Mr Viljoen continued.

THE AIRBUS A350
BUSINESS CLASS:
n The Airbus A350 will feature

33 Collins Aerospace Super
Diamond, fully lie-flat
Business Class beds, with
each offering direct aisle
access.

THE ECONOMY CLASS:
n I
t will feature 301 Recaro

About A350 XWB
nThe A350 XWB is the world’s
most modern and eco-efficient aircraft family shaping the future of
air travel.
nIt is the long-range leader in the
large widebody market (300 to 400+
seats).
nThe A350 XWB offers unrivalled
operational flexibility and efficiency for all market segments up to
ultra-long haul (15,000 km).
nThe A350 XWB is an all new family of mid-size wide-body long-haul
airliners shaping the future of air
travel.
nThe A350 XWB the latest aero-

dynamic design, carbon fiber fuselage and wings, plus new fuel-efficient Rolls-Royce engines.
nTogether, these latest technologies translate into unrivalled levels of operational efficiency, with
a 25 per cent reduction in fuel
consumption and emissions, and
significantly lower maintenance
costs.
nThe aircraft marks one of two
new A350 XWB which will complement Fiji Airways’ existing
widebody fleet of six Airbus A330s,
with the second delivery set for December this year.
nThere are 257 Airbus A350s in

the skies around the world today,
flown by 24 operators.
These include Fiji Airways’ partner oneworld airlines:
nCathay Pacific,
nFinnair,
nIberia,
nMalaysia Airlines
nand Qatar Airways.
Other A350 operators include:
Hong Kong Airlines,
nLufthansa
nand Singapore Airlines.
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CL3710 seats, which are
ranked among the most
comfortable long-haul
economy class seats on the
market.
nT
he aircraft will be deployed
to enhance existing long haul
services from Fiji to Australia
and the US, and to provide the
opportunity to open additional
routes

The latest renderings of Fiji Airways‘ A350 have showcased what their cabin and livery will look like – and quite frankly both are stunning. The airline, while opting for an incredibly minimalist design inside their latest airframe, has managed to encapsulate the feeling of a private jet with crisp lines and clean white and grey finishes.

